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CYBER SECURITY LAW APPLYING FOR GRANTS IoT, AI & BLOCKCHAINWe are living in interesting
occasions.This Publication aims to examine the role of cyber security law in the context of

emerging technologies like Internet of Things, Artificial Cleverness and Blockchains and stresses
upon the need for coming up with common legal principles for protecting and preserving cyber

security in the context useful and adoption of Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence and
Blockchains.s Writer runs his niche law firm Pavan Duggal Associates, Advocates

(http://pavanduggalassociates. This eBook’ Meanwhile, cyber security rules as a self-discipline is
beginning to evolve. There exists a need for specifically remember cyber security legal principles

impacting the new emerging systems like Internet of Stuff, Artificial Cleverness and
Blockchains.This Reserve would be of value for every stakeholder in the digital and mobile
ecosystem who wants to understand the legal nuances and complexities concerning cyber

security and Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchains. These days are facing
simultaneous development and growth of new emerging technologies whether it be Internet of
Points, Artificial Intelligence or Blockchains. It needs to be observed at the outset that a lot of

work is however to be done. All these newly emerging technology under discussion are likely to
be additional created. As lawmakers and jurists proceed forward to explore and further develop
and expand the scope of cyber protection law, they will need to bear in mind specific parameters

of these emerging systems for the reasons of ensuring that legal principles governing cyber
security are intrinsically produced the foundation for the further growth and adoption of brand-

new emerging technologies like Internet of Points, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchains. This
eBook seeks to investigate some of the important cyber security legal principles that need to be

made as an integral component and part of the growth and additional evolution of emerging
technologies like Internet of Factors, Artificial Cleverness and Blockchains. They are still start yet.
This Book has been written purely based on information obtainable in the public domain at the

time of writing of the present Book. THE WRITER is confident that when more specific
comprehensive parameters of the new emerging technology evolve with the duration of time,
cyber security law principles need to be appropriately well toned and customized to meet with

the customized requirements of emergence of the new technologies.com), Asia’ These cyber
security legal principles, if correctly resolved, can play an immense function in promoting and
preserving cyber security in the respective fresh technology.This eBook is authored by Pavan

Duggal (http://www.pavanduggal.The Author has written today's Book in an exceedingly simple
language so as to encapsulate the significant and complicated legal principles impacting the

Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchains.s and India’s foremost expert on
Cyberlaw and Mobile phone Laws, who has been known as one of the top four cyber attorneys of
the world. Cyber security is at the heart of the technology because any breach of cyber security
could potentially, detrimentally influence the further development and subsequent commercial

adoption of Internet of Points, Artificial Cleverness and Blockchains by users and various
stakeholders. These new systems like Internet of Issues, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchains

could potentially be video game changers but the foundation of all these technologies to ensure
that them to succeed is cyber-protection.com/) which is focusing on all factors concerning



technology and regulations. © Pavan Duggal, 2018
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